
Statement issued by the Iraqi Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the 
conclusion of the Baghdad Summit

The Baghdad Summit was concluded on Thursday 29/03/2012. In
addition to the report of the Secretary General of the Arab League for the 
previous rotation, it has adopted a number of resolutions that tackle the 
most prominent events occurring in the Arab region such as: the 
Palestinian cause in the forefront, the developments in Syria, the counter-
terrorism and the demand to make the Middle East a WMD-free region, 
especially as regards to nuclear weapons. The summit has also adopted 
Baghdad declaration which concentrated on the authorities of the joint 
Arab action and reviewed the unified position of the Arab leaders 
regarding political, economical and social issues.

As the regulatory, administrative and logistic procedures for the Baghdad
Summit ended and it was crowned with success by all standards and on 
all levels, it also indicated the start of the effective action of the summit. 
The Baghdad declaration will be the guideline for the action taken by Iraq 
throughout its leadership of the joint Arab action and for its institutions 
through the coming period.

The significance of Baghdad Summit lies in its being held in seriously 
grave conditions within the Arab countries which are witnessing
unprecedented political changes and developments. Changes made and 
led by peoples expressing their will to change and showing their 
aspiration to freedom, democracy and protection of Human Rights. The 
summit came in a time where the regional conditions are so complicated 
and tangled. Underlying risks and challenges are reflected on the security 
of the Arab region and may extend to influence energy supplies and 
international navigation in this important part of the world. As a 
consequence, regional and international peace and security is threatened.
Additionally, terrorism attempts to exploit the atmospheres of revolutions 
and changes in the region and tries to gather its ranks after having 
suffered deadly strikes in Iraq within the past few years. Equally, 
accompanying media incite sedition and spread extremism.

Also, the Baghdad Summit marks the beginning of a new stage in the 
Arab regime which was previously based on tyranny, totalitarian and 
repression of freedoms. That transformed into a regime made by the 
peoples in a manner based on civil and political human rights with a 
democratic approach and peaceful transfer of authority.

There is no doubt that holding the summit in Baghdad indicates a strong 
comeback for Iraq to take its active role in leading the Arab action after 



more than two decades of international, regional and Arabic isolation. At 
the same time, it also indicates the strong return of Arabs to Iraq, for Iraq 
is not strong without solidarity with Arab countries and Arab countries 
are not strong without Iraq. And so, the Arabic situation has regained its 
solidarity and the regional situation has reclaimed its balance that receded 
when Iraq introverted as a result of the hostile foreign policies of the 
former regime and its repressive internal practices of waging wars against 
its people.

Furthermore, the Baghdad Summit preserved the continuation of the 
highest institution in the joint Arab action system after it was threatened 
in its sustainability, in its action contexts and in its timing. The summit 
adopted the basic system of the Arab parliament and thus Arabs will have 
a permanent parliament in which Arab people can apply their rights to 
legislate and to monitor especially in the field of sustainable development
and Human Rights.

Since Iraq heads the joint Arab action system and is the first Arab country 
to witness a political change towards democracy and peaceful transfer of 
authority, it then faces tremendous qualitative challenges. Iraq will take 
up these challenges through coordination and cooperation with the 
Secretary General of the Arab league i.e. with the General Secretariat on 
the one hand and through conferring to its Arab brothers on the other 
hand. One of the top challenges is to monitor the implementation of the 
resolutions taken by the Arab leaders in the Baghdad Summit.

In the field of political and security priorities, the Government of Iraq 
will take action to restore the Arab solidarity which suffered a major rift 
firstly due to the hostile foreign policies of the former regime and their 
implications and secondly due to the current circumstances in the region. 
Practical initiatives that aim to defuse intra-Arab disputes will be taken in 
the framework of “the Arab house” through dialogue and peaceful means 
in service of the highest Arab interests.

The Government of Iraq will concentrate our efforts on the key Arab 
issue (Palestine) in light of the inactivity of the Quartet and the stumbling 
of the other means that lead to the establishment of a Palestinian State. It 
will be done in accordance to the resolutions of the international 
legitimacy and the Arab peace initiative and in coordination with the 
Palestinian Authority.

In the field of disarmament and nonproliferation, the Government of Iraq 
proceeds forward with the Arab efforts to make the Middle East a WMD-
free region, especially as regards to nuclear weapons. In this respect, the 
Iraqi Government will also strive to develop an Arab attitude in the UN 



conference to be held in Helsinki on the first half of December of this 
year. 

The Government of Iraq will double its efforts to coordinate the Arab 
attitudes through the relevant Arab authorities in countering terrorism and 
its associated media that incite sedition, hatred and extremism. The 
experience of Iraq in this regard will be a benefit.

The Iraqi Government will take action to develop cooperation between 
the Arab countries and to coordinate their attitudes regarding water and 
food security in the framework of the Arab security system, considering 
these two issues as the utmost important challenges to ever face our 
peoples and the coming generations.

In the field of priorities on sustainable development programs, The 
Government of Iraq keeps in mind the importance of concentrating on 
following up the Arabic programs in order to accelerate the 
implementation of the development objectives for the millennium by 
2015. Arab development funds must be activated in light of political 
developments and changes that occur in the Arab region and countries in 
which changes took place must be helped. The Government of Iraq will 
increase awareness to care for Arabic water in response to the future 
requirements of sustainable development and the means to execute it. The 
Government will also activate the joint Arab action to reduce disasters 
and to provide relief.

Whilst heading the summit term and in order to lay the appropriate 
mechanism for implementing these priorities, Iraq will continue the 
efforts to develop and reform the joint Arab action system and will revise 
its organizational structure to cope with the political changes and 
developments in the Arab region. It will also provide the financial aid 
necessary to achieve that reform through cooperation.
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